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VIRGINIA:
IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION
ROBERT R. NEWTON, Claimant

v.

VWC File No.

181-24-86

Opinion by COLVILLE
Deputy commissioner

APR 18 1997

FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE, Employer
SELF-INSURED
Michael A. Kernbach, Esquire
10680 Main Street
suite 140
Fairfax, VA 22030
for the Claimant.
Ann Gauldin Killalea, Esquire
Assistant County Attorney
12000 Government Circle
suite 549
Fairfax, VA 22035
for the Defendants.

Hearing on the record before Deputy Commissioner Colville in
Alexandria, Virginia on April 4, 1997.
PRESENT PROCEEDINGS
This case is before the Commission on the claim for benefits
of Robert R. Newton filed July 23, 1996 alleging an occupational
disease, heart disease, arising out of and in the course of his
employment with Fairfax County Police on May 23, 1996.

This claim

was amended by letter dated April 3, 1997 filed April 8, 1997 to
reflect a claim for statutory death benefits and funeral expenses
based on Mr. Newton's death on June 9, 1996.
STIPULATIONS
As reflected in defense counsel's April 9, 1997 letter, the
employer has accepted the above reference claim as compensable
under Section 65.2-402, Code of Virginia, for medical and funeral
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expenses only.
As reflected in claimant's counsel's April 2, 1997 letter, the
statutory beneficiaries agree that Mr. Newton was not working at
the time of his death and had no wages of any kind in the fifty-two
weeks prior to his death.
DEFENSES
The

employer

maintains

that

pursuant

to

the

ruling

in

Arlington county Fire Department v. Stebbins, 21 Va. App. 570, 466
S.E.2d 124 (1996), the statutory beneficiaries are not entitled to
indemnity benefits.
PRE-HEARING AND POST HEARING EVIDENCE
Pursuant to leave granted by the Commission, counsels' April
2 and April 9, 1997 letters are made a part of this record.
SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE
The record reveals that effective December 11, 1993 Robert R.
Newton

voluntarily

retired

from

the

Fairfax

County

Police

Department on regular service retirement after twenty-one years of
service.
ISSUE NUMBER ONE
The first and only issue before the Commission is whether the
statutory beneficiaries are entitled to indemnity benefits.
FINDING OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
As set forth in Section 65.2-403, Code of Virginia:
A. When the employer
to the provisions
communication
of
occupational disease

and employee are subject
of this title, first
the
diagnosis
of
an
to the employee or ~eath
2

·.3
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of the employee resulting from an occupational
disease as herein listed and defined shall be
treated as the happening of an injury by
accident, and the employee or in the case of
his death his dependents shall be entitled to
compensation as provided by this title.
As provided by Section 65.2-512, Code of Virginia, in the case
of a death resulting from an accident, the employer is responsible
for payment of weekly compensation payments equal to 66 2/3% of the
deceased employee's average weekly wage with a maximum and weekly
amount for a maximum designated period of time.
As defined by Section 65.2-101, Code of Virginia, "average
weekly wage" means "[t]he earnings of the injured employee in the
employment in which he was working at the time of the injury during
the period of fifty-two weeks immediately preceding the date of the
injury, divided by fifty-two .....
Applying the above provisions to the stipulated record in this
case this Commission agrees with the defendants that the holding in
stebbins precludes entry of an award for indemnity benefits for the
deceased's beneficiaries.

In that case a firefighter/paramedic

became incapacitated due to heart disease and corrective surgery
more than two years after his voluntary retirement.

He was found

entitled to the presumption of compensability for his occupational
disease under Section 65.2-402 (B), Code of Virginia but the Court
of Appeals reversed the Commission's award of compensation for
total work incapacity as the claimant had reported no earnings for
the prior fifty-two weeks citing the definition of Section 65.2101, Code of Virginia.

It also cited language from the case of
3
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Bosworth v. 7-Up Distributing Co., 4 Va. App. 161, 355 S.E.2d 339
(1987) for the proposition that "'[t]he reason for calculating the
average weekly wage is to approximate the economic loss suffered by
an employee or his beneficiaries when there is a loss of earning
capacity because of work-related injury or death" and went on to
emphasize that " [c) ompensation is ultimately dependent upon and
determined on the loss of wages. 11

(cited Twenty-First Century

concrete. Inc. v. Giacchina, 20 Va. App. 326, 331, 457 S.E.2d 379,
381

(1995)].

The Court expressed that had Mr.

Stebbins been

employed at the time of his incapacity or if he had been actively
seeking employment at the time of the lost earnings capacity then
he would have been either entitled to compensation or may have been
entitled to compensation but that was not the case.

Accordingly,

Mr. Stebbins could not receive compensation for the period of total
work incapacity.
Likewise in the present situation there is no indication that
Mr. Newton worked in the fifty-two weeks before the communication
of his occupational disease andjor death or that he sought such
work.

Under such circumstances we cannot find an average weekly

wage or a loss of earning capacity that would justify entry of
award

of weekly

reasoning.

compensation benefits pursuant to

the above

We find no basis to conclude that the holding in

Twenty-first Century.

Inc. v. Giacchina,

20 va. App.

326, 457

S.E.2d 379 (1995) would dictate a different result as Mr. Giacchina
in fact earned wages in the fifty-two weeks prior to his accident
4
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and the only issue was an entitlement to compensation during work
incapacity since Mr.

Giacchina,

a chief executive officer and

working employee, did not draw wages during his work incapacity
because he had to reassign other employee to perform his pre-injury
duties, the latter of which is not the situation here.
Our award shall enter accordingly.
AWARD
An award is entered in favor of Robert R. Newton and his
estate against Fairfax County Police providing medical treatment
related to his fatal occupational disease providing burial expenses
not exceeding $5,000.00 and providing reasonable transportation
expenses for the deceased not exceeding $500.00.
The Commission authorizes a fee in the amount of $750.00 to be
paid by the estate of Robert R. Newton to Michael A. Kernbach for
legal services rendered.
The case is ordered removed from the hearing docket.
REVIEW
You may appeal this decision by filing a request for review
with the Commission within twenty days from the date of this
opinion.
cc:

Robert R. Newton
1430 Henderson Point Road
Tuscumbia, AL 35674
Fairfax County Board of Supervisors
Trigon Adminstrators
3800 Concorde Parkway, Suite 2000
Chantilly, VA 22021
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON (Deceased), Employee
KATHLEEN HONEY NEWTON (Widow),
ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON, JR. (Son), and
MISTY NICOLE NEWTON (Daughter), Claimants
Opinion by DUDLEY
Commissioner
v.

VWC File No. 181-24-86

FEB 2 3 1998

FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT/
FAIRFAX COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, Employer
- SELF-INSURED -

NNGID-kyonat, fl. I.

Michael A. Kernbach, Esquire
Jack T. Burgess and Associates, P .C.
Suite 140
10680 Main Street
Fairfax, VA 22030
for the Claimant.
Ann Gouldin Killalea, Esquire
Assistant County Attorney
12000 Government Center Parkway
Suite 549
Fairfax, VA 22035-0064
for the Defendant.

REVIEW before Commissioner Tarr, Commissioner
Commissioner Dudley at Richmond, Virginia, on August 21, 1997.

Diamond,

and

The claimants seek Review of the Deputy Commissioner's Opinion finding that the
statutory beneficiaries of Robert R. Newton (the decedent) are not entitled to weekly

7
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compensation benefits because the decedent had no wages in the 52 weeks prior to his
death.
This claim arises as a result of the decedent's death from heart disease.

He

was employed by the Fairfax County Police Department for 21 years and retired on
December 11, 1993.

The decedent was apparently diagnosed with heart disease on

May 23, 1996, and subsequently died on June 9, 1996. A Claim for Benefits was filed
on July 23, 1996, alleging an occupational heart disease. The employer only accepted
the claim for medical and funeral expenses.

Both parties agree that the decedent

was not working at the time of his death and had no earnings during the 52 weeks
immediately preceding his death. The record contains no stipulations regarding: 1) the
date of communication of the diagnosis of the occupational disease; 2) the decedent's
earnings, if any, during the 52 weeks preceding this date of communication; or
3) whether he was seeking employment within the 52 weeks preceding his death or the
communication of the diagnosis of the occupational disease.
The employer stipulated that the claim was compensable as an occupational
disease suffered in the line of duty pursuant to Virginia Code § 65.2-402. However,
the employer denied responsibility for weekly compensation benefits, relying on
Arlington County Fire Department v. Stebbins, 21 Va. App. 570,466 S.E.2d 124 (1996).
The Deputy Commissioner, in an Opinion of April 18, 1997, denied the claim for weekly
2
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compensation benefits, finding that Stebbins was controlling. The dependents requested
Review. They argue that Stebbins is not controlling because this case involves death
benefits, as opposed to disability benefits, and further argue that Stebbins is inconsistent
with Commission precedent.
The issue before the Commission is whether the statutory beneficiaries are entitled
to an award for weekly compensation benefits equal to 66 2/3 percent (66.67 percent)
of the average weekly wage pursuant to Virginia Code § 65.2-512, when the decedent
had no earnings during the 52 weeks immediately preceding his death, nor within the
52 weeks immediately preceding the communication of the diagnosis of the occupational
disease resulting in his death.
We agree with the Deputy Commissioner's finding that Stebbins controls this case.
Stebbins held that the purpose of the Workers' Compensation Act was to compensate an
employee who, after an injury, loses the opportunity to work. If there were no earnings
in the 52 weeks preceding the injury, there is no compensable wage loss justifying wage
replacement. The Court of Appeals looked to the statutory definition of uaverage weekly
wage" for its decision:

The earnings of the injured employee in the employment in
which he was working at the time of the injury during the
period of fifty-two weeks immediately preceding the date of
the injury, divided by fifty-two; . . .

3
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Stebbins at 573, 466 S.E.2d at 126. See Virginia Code§ 65.2-101. Using this formula,
the Court reasoned that, since the employee had no earnings during the 52 weeks in
question, he was entitled to no compensation. There must be earnings from which the
benefits may be calculated and derived:

'The reason for calculating the average weekly wage is to
approximate the economic loss suffered by an employee or his
beneficiaries when there is a loss of earning capacity because
of work-related injury or death.' [emphasis added].

Id., quoting Bosworth v. 7-Up Distributing Company, 4 Va. App. 161, 163, 355 S.E.2d
339, 340 (1987). The language from Bosworth which was quoted with approval in
Stebbins clearly referred to economic loss suffered by the employee or "his
beneficiaries." The Court also unequivocally connected the award of disability benefits
to wage loss or economic loss:
Stebbins suffered no loss of wages nor any economic loss.
An award of compensation in these circumstances would
result in a windfall to Stebbins and place him in a better
economic position than he would have enjoyed absent an
injury ....

Stebbins at 574, 466 S.E.2d at 126.

4
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The purpose of weekly compensation benefits for temporary total or temporary
partial disability is wage replacement. The weekly benefits to an injured worker directly
relate to his earnings. Similarly, the purpose of weekly compensation death benefits,
based on the decedent's average weekly wage, is to replace the wages lost to the
dependents as a result of the death. Accordingly, the weekly benefits directly relate to
the decedent's earnings, just as the benefits to an injured employee directly relate to
his earnings.

In the case of death benefits, the statutory dependents' eligibility for

the benefits pursuant to § 65.2-512 are based on the relationship between the decedent
and the dependents. These benefits are not abrogated by the fact that the decedent may
not have had a wage loss. Only the amount of the benefits are affected by the apparent
lack of wage loss.

Thus, the dependents may receive the burial and transportation

expenses provided by the statute. However, pursuant to the reasoning in Stebbins, no
indemnity benefits should be awarded if the decedent had no income for the 52 weeks
preceding the communication of the diagnosis. The benefits are paid to dependents,
and at least some dependency must be established with regard to a spouse.
Virginia Code § 65.2-515; Caudle-Hyatt. Inc. v. Mixon, 220 Va. 495, 260

S.E.~d

193.

(1979).
The dissent argues that a death case differs from an injury case and relies
on Roller v. Basic Construction Company, 238 Va. 321, 384 S.E.2d 323 (1989) for

5
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precedent. In Roller, a widow received compensation benefits when her husband died
in 1983 from asbestos exposure. The husband had retired in 1977.

Based on this

decision, the dissent contends that to award benefits following death from occupational
disease, earnings in the 52 weeks prior to death are not required and retirement of the
employee is not a factor. It further argues that Stebbins is inapplicable to the claim at
issue.
These arguments are unsupported. Roller does not address the issue of whether
weekly compensation benefits are payable where the decedent had no earnings within
52 weeks immediately preceding his death. In our immediate case, the agreed issue for
resolution was whether the dependents were entitled to an award for weekly compensation
benefits under the stipulation that the decedent earned no wages during the 52 weeks
immediately preceding his death, nor within the 52 weeks immediately preceding the
communication of the diagnosis. The issue in Roller was the application of a statutory
amendment involving the limitation of a claim for asbestosis.

With regard to an

asbestosis claim, the Code specifically provides for the situation where the employee is
unemployed at the time of the communication of the advanced stage of the disease. See
Virginia Code § 65 .2-406(C). As discussed above, this provision does not impact the
issue currently before the Commission.

6
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Accordingly, the Opinion is VACATED and REMANDED for a decision to
receive a stipulation or have an evidentiary Hearing from which a finding could be made
on the following facts: 1) the date of communication of the diagnosis of the occupational
disease; 2) the decedent's earnings, if any, during the 52 weeks immediately preceding
the date of communication; and 3) his efforts to seek employment, if any, during the
52 weeks preceding his death or the date of communication of the occupational disease.

DIAMOND. CHAIRMAN. Dissenting:
I respectfully dissent, and disagree with the Majority's expansion of the doctrine
created by the Court of Appeals in Stebbins. Virginia Code § 65.2-101 does not restrict
the determination of average weekly wage to the fifty-two weeks preceding the injury,
but rather states that the average weekly wage should be determined in a manner fair to
both parties and appropriate to the circumstances. The Bosworth case addressed the issue
of the inclusion of travel expenses in the average weekly wage, not the issue under
consideration in this case.
The Majority's expansion of the doctrine established by the Stebbins case in this
way would preclude recovery in many cases such as Roller v. Basic Construction, supra,
where death results from an occupational disease with a latency period. In practical
terms, this ruling would require the Commission to engage in elusive inquiries into

7
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whether the deceased was contemplating a return to work or a job search, and into the
likelihood of success of such a job search, merely to establish the average weekly wage.
In my view, § 65.2-101 should not be interpreted to preclude benefits clearly
intended by the Act. Under the logic of this ruling, every award of temporary total
disability benefits can be challenged based upon the claimant's work history during the
weeks preceding the disability, or on evidence that the claimant was planning on retiring
or even taking time off from work and therefore did not suffer a wage loss.

APPEAL
This Opinion shall be final unless appealed to the Virginia Court of Appeals within
30 days.

cc:

Ms. Kathleen Honey Newton
1430 Henderson Point Road
Tuscumbia, AL 35674
Ms. Dawn Roop
Claim Representative
Trigon Administrators, Inc.
3800 Concorde Parkway
Suite 2000
Chantilly, VA 20151-1107
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JACK

T.

BURGESS

& ASSOCIATES, P.C.

ATIORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW
SUITE 140
10680 MAIN SfREET
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22080
JACK T. BURGESS*
GREGORY P. PERIGARD*
MICHAELA. KERNBACH*•
• ADMIJTED IN VA. A.'l> D.C.
• ADMIJTED IN N.Y. AND FL.

SI'AFfORD OFFICE
SU1TES02
800 GARRISONVILLE ROAD
STAFfORD, VIRGINIA 22554

TELEPHONE (708) 278·0888
FACSIMILE (708) 278-8907

OF COUNSEL
EDWARD J. COl\~OR ~ID)

(540) 288-0888

DJSTRICJ' OF COWMBIA OFFICE
SUITE200

February 25, 1998

900 NINETEENrH STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

VIA FACSIMILE (804) 367-9740
AND REGULAR MAIL
Chairperson Virginia R. Diamond, Commissioner
Virginia Workers' Compensation Commission
1000 DMV Drive
Richmond, Virginia 23220
RE:

Robert R. Newton (deceased) v.
Fairfax County Police Department
VWC File No: 181-24-86
Carrier File No.: 64603859525

Dear Commissioner Diamond:
I received a copy of the Opinion issued by Commissioner Dudley on February 23,
1998. The Opinion pertaining to the above-referenced matter has vacated the
underlying Workers' Compensation Commission decision of Deputy Commissioner
Carolyn J. Colville and ordered a remand or hearing as to certain facts. At the
conclusion of the Opinion, the appeal language appears which makes it confusing as to
whether or not this decision is interlocutory in nature or whether the decision regarding
the application of the law to the facts in this case is final allowing the Court of Appeals
to consider the issue.
I respectfully request a stay of the time to seek an appeal for the purposes of filing a
stipulation with the Full Commission of those facts which were sought by the majority in
the review Opinion. It is not necessary for this matter to be remanded to the Claims
Division or Deputy Commissioner for the receipt of the appropriate stipulation of facts.
That would result in an inordinate delay to the family of the decedent. The proposed
stipulation should be received pursuant to Rule 3.3. If this is not possib ~ , MP~N
clarification should be made in the Opinion to allow the Court of App
o Cf}~i~
this a final order which will allow them to consider the legal issues. ~
~
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Chairperson, Virginia R. Diamond, Commissioner
February 25, 1998
Page2

Unless this issue is clarified, I cannot obtain a speedy review where the underlying
opinion has been vacated and a Remand Order has been issued by this body. The
practice in the past has been that the Court of Appeals will not consider this as final
allowing them to move forward with a review.

Michael A. Kernbach
MAK:pmh
cc: Kathleen H. Newton
Ann Gauldin Killalea, Esquire
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON (Deceased), Claimant
KATHLEEN HONEY NEWTON (Widow),
ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON, JR. (Son), and
MISTY NICOLE NEWTON (Daughter), Claimants

v.

VWC File No. 181-24-86

FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT/
FAIRFAX COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, Employer
- SELF-INSURED -

ORDER
This matter comes on the motion of the claimant, by counsel, that the time
for appealing the Opinion issued in this case on February 23, 1998, be stayed
and that the Full Commission retain jurisdiction to allow the parties the
opportunity to present stipulations pursuant to Rule 3.3 of the Rules of
the Virginia Workers' Compensation Commission to avoid the necessity of
remanding the case for another Hearing with the resulting potential time delays.
Upon consideration of this motion, the Commission notes that, since the
Opinion is not a final decision and remands the claim for further consideration,
it is not necessary for the claimant to appeal it to the Virginia Court of Appeals
at this time, unless the claimant desires to pursue an interlocutory appeal. The
Commission is cognizant of the potential delays that a remand and new Hearing
may cause. The Full Commission hereby retains jurisdiction and suspends
implementation of the Opinion. It is further ordered that the parties are
hereby granted 30 days from the date of the entry of this Order to present
stipulations to the Commission addressing those factual issues set forth in the
February 23, 1998, Opinion requiring resolution before a final decision can be
rendered on the claim by the Commission. At the expiration of 30 days from
the date of the entry of this Order, this claim will be remanded consistent with
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the Opinion, if the parties are unable to stipulate those factual issues necessary
for a fmal decision.

Lf-'1/J day of March, 122.S.

ENTERED this

v

Vir~Diamond
Commissioner

Lawrence D. Tarr
Commissioner

William L. Dudley, J r
Commissioner
ATTEST:
.: . ~·. .
.t\-/~"'

) v v- -

[J..I
/'· ~: .;· .- , ..
~ ._, .. , ··./ . ·-~

;

~

....... ,· .

(\

l/-.,- rJ" ,_._P.,L
.... !· ,r~c_,'! -'t~

Clerk of the Commission . . .

cc: Michael A. Kernbach, Esquire
Ann Gouldin Killalea, Esquire
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JACK

T. BURGESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ATI'ORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW
SUITE 140
10680 MAIN STREET
FAIBFAX, VIRGINIA 22080

JACK T. BURGESS•
GREGORY P. PERIGARD•
MICHAEL A. XERNBACH••

STAFfORD OFFICE

TELEPHONE (708) 278·0888

SUI'I"ES02

FACSIMILE (708) 278-8907

SOO GARRISONVILLE ROAD
STAFfORD, VIRGINIA 225M

• ADMil'IED JN VA. AND D.C.
• ADIGTIED JN N.Y. AND fL

(540) 288-0888

OF<:om\SEL

EDWARD J. OONNOR om>

DISI'RICT OF COWMBIA OFFICE
SUITE200
900 NINEI'.EBN'Ill STR.EET, N.W.
WASIUNGTON, D.C. 20006

TO:

Commissioner William J. Dudley, Jr.

FROM:

Michael A. Kembach

DATE:

March 31, 1998

IrE:

Robert Russell Newton (Deceased) v. Fairfax County
Police Department

~·~~ mvc File No.:

181-24-86

&

D

For your review and file:

::ro 11\JT
In accordance with your request:

STIPULATION

D

Please sign forms/agreements and return:

D

Please sign agreements and forward to VWCC:

D

Other:

.
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION
ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON (Deceased),

.:...,

Employee,
KATHLEEN HONEY NEWTON (Widow)
ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON, JR. (Son), and
MISTY NICOLE NEWTON (Daughter),
Claimants

v.

VWC File No. 181-24-86

FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT/
FAIRFAX COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, :
Employer
-SELF-INSURED -

STIPULATION
The statutory beneficiaries of the deceased claimant and employer hereby
stipulate as follows:

JACK T. Bt."BGESS
&AsSOCIATES.

P.C.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
st."JTE 140

10880 MAIN STREET

FAIRFAX. VIROISlA 22030
l'f.Q31273.0888

1.

The deceased claimant received a communication of an
occupational disease, heart disease, on or about May 23, 1996.

2.

The deceased claimant was not seeking employment within the 52
weeks preceding the date of communication of the diagnosis of
the occupational disease or the date of death.

3.

The deceased claimant received no earnings from employment"
during the 52 weeks preceding the date of communication of the
diagnosis of the occupational disease or the date of death. The
deceased claimant had voluntarily retired on December 11, 1993
and was receiving a monthly retirement benefit in the amount of
$2,459.44. Upon his death, the monthly retirement benefit
decreased to $1,329.17, payable to his wife, and $531.66 to each
minor child.

20

.

b

Michael A. Kernbach, Esquire
Jack T. Burgess & Associates, P.C.
Suite 140
10690 Main Street
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
(703) 273-0888 ~
Date:

Ann Gauldin Killalea, Esquire
Assistant County Attorney
Suite 549
12000 Government Center Parkway·
Fairfax, Virginia 22035-0064
(703) 324-2421

I rr

6

6~~ }~wr---+-

J(

Date:

1/

JACK T. BL"RGESS

8c AssOCIATES. p. C.
AT101L'"E'YS AT LAW

St."lTE 140
1oe8o MAIN STREET
FAJRF~.VT.RGIS~22000

(703)273-0888
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON (Deceased), Employee
KATHLEEN HONEY NEWTON (Widow),
ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON, JR. (Son), and
MISTY NICOLE NEWTON (Daughter), Claimants
Opinion by DUDLEY
Commissioner
·
v.

VWC File No. 181-24-86

w.. 15 f998

FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT/
FAIRFAX COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, Employer
- SELF-INSURED -

Michael A. Kernbach, Esquire
Jack T. Burgess and Associates, P.C.
Suite 140
10680 Main Street
Fairfax, VA 22030
for the Claimant.
Ann Gouldin Killalea, Esquire
Assistant County Attorney
12000 Government Center Parkway
Suite 549
Fairfax, VA 22035-0064
for the Defendant.

REVIEW on the record by Commissioner Tarr, Commissioner Diamond, and.
Commissioner Dudley at ~chmond, Virginia.
·
This case comes before the Full Commission upon an Order which suspended the
Review Opinion of February 23, 1998, for 30 days to receive stipulations from the parties
pursuant to Rule 3.3 of the Rules of the Virginia Workers' Compensation Commission.
Upon receipt of the stipulations, we affirm the denial of benefits.
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The employee (decedent) was employed by the Fairfax County Police Department
for 21 years before retiring on December 11, 1993. The decedent died of heart disease
on June 9, 1996.

A Claim for Benefits was filed on July 23, 1996, alleging an

occupational heart disease. The employer stipulated that the claim was compensable
under the uheart and lung" presumption provided by Virginia Code § 65.2-402
and accepted responsibility for medical and funeral expenses.
employer denied responsibility

for

weekly

compensation

benefits,

However, the
relying

on

Arlington County Fire Department v. Stebbins, 21 Va. App. 570, 466 S.E.2d 124 (1996).
By Opinion issued April 18, 1997, the claim was denied. Interpreting Stebbins, the
Deputy Commissioner found that the statutory beneficiaries were not entitled to
compensation benefits because the decedent had earned no wages in the 52 weeks prior
to his death.
The dependents timely requested Review and argued that Stebbins is not controlling
because the case at bar involves death benefits, as opposed to disability benefits,
and that Stebbins is inconsistent with Commission precedent. The Full Commission, in
an Opinion of February 23, 1998, agreed with the Deputy Commissioner that Stebbins
controls the decision in this case. Thereafter, the Commission suspended implementation
of the Opinion to receive stipulations regarding: 1) the date of the communication of
the occupational disease; 2) the decedent's earnings during the 52 weeks immediately

2
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preceding the date of communication; and 3) his efforts to seek employment, if any,
during the 52 weeks preceding his death or the date of communication.
The parties submitted the following stipulations on March 31, 1998:

1.

The deceased claimant received a communication of
an occupational disease, heart disease, on or about
May 23, 1996.

2.

The deceased claimant was not seeking employment
within the 52 weeks preceding the date of
communication of the diagnosis of the occupational
disease or the date of death.

3.

The deceased claimant received no earnings from
employment during the 52 weeks preceding the date of
communication of the diagnosis of the occupational
disease or the date of death. The deceased claimant
had voluntarily retired on December 11 , 1993 and was
receiving a monthly retirement benefit in the amount
of $2,459.44. Upon his death, the monthly retirement
benefit decreased to $1,329.17, payable to his wife,
and $531.66 to each minor child.

The issue before the Commission is whether the statutory beneficiaries are entitled
to an award for weekly compensation benefits pursuant to Virginia Code § 65.2-512,
when the decedent had no earnings during the 52 weeks immediately preceding his· death
or within the 52 weeks immediately preceding the communication of the diagnosis of the
occupational disease resulting in his death. It is significant that the decedent was totally

3
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retired during the 52 weeks prior to his death and the communication and was not seeking
employment.
Generally, statutory beneficiaries are entitled to an award for weekly
compensation benefits of 66 2/3 percent of the decedent's average weekly wage. See
Virginia Code § 65.2-512.

The statutory definition of naverage weekly wage" is as

follows:

The earnings of the injured employee in the employment in
which he was working at the time of the injury during the
period of fifty-two weeks immediately preceding the date of
the injury, divided by fifty-two; . . .

See Virginia Code § 65.2-101.

In Stebbins, the Court found that there was no

compensable wage loss justifying wage replacement because there were no earnings in
the 52 weeks preceding the injury. Benefits cannot be calculated and derived without
earnings:

'The reason for calculating the average weekly wage is to
approximate the economic loss suffered by an employee or his
beneficiaries when there is a loss of earning capacity because
of work-related injury or~-' [emphasis added].
ld., quoting Bosworth v. 7-Up Distributing Company, 4 Va. App. 161, 163, 355 S.E.2d
339, 340 (1987). Furthermore, the Court directly connected wage loss or economic loss
to the awarding of disability benefits:
4
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Stebbins suffered no loss of wages nor any economic loss.
An award of compensation in these circumstances would
result in a windfall to Stebbins and place him in a better
economic position than he would have enjoyed absent an
injury ....

Stebbins at 574, 466 S.E.2d at 126.

See also Baldwin v. Gar.y Baldwin Trucking,

VWC File No. 172-03-79 (August 22, 1996) (claimant only entitled to medical benefits
because he had no earnings in the 52 weeks preceding his work accident); Gilbert
v. Gilbert Construction Company. Inc., VWC File No. 162-53-52 (August 11, 1997)
(claimant suffered no wage loss as a result of this injury since he had not received any
wages during the 52 weeks before the injury). Stebbins reaffirmed that the purpose of
the Workers' Compensation Act is to compensate an employee who loses the opportunity
to work because of a work-related injury.
While it is apparent from the stipulations that there has been a reduction in
retirement benefits to the decedent's widow as a result of his death, retirement benefits
are not earnings for the purpose of establishing an average weekly wage. They do not
represent earnings from employment. Also, if the decedent had been employed at the
time of his death, retirement income would not have been includable for purposes of
establishing an average weekly wage. However, it is also noted that, while the retirement
benefits to the decedent's widow are less than those which the decedent had been

5
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receiving before his death, each minor child now receives $531.66 per month, in addition
to that being received by the widow.
Upon receipt of the stipulations and in consideration of the Stebbins decision,
we remain in agreement with the Deputy Commissioner's finding that compensation
benefits must be denied. The record shows that the decedent received a communication
of an occupational disease on May 23, 1996. It is undisputed that he was not seeking
employment in the 52 weeks preceding this communication and received no earnings
during the 52 weeks preceding the communication or the date of death. As we stated in
our original Review Opinion:

The purpose of weekly compensation benefits for temporary
total or temporary partial disability is wage replacement. The
weekly benefits to an injured worker directly relate to his
earnings. Similarly, the purpose of weekly compensation
death benefits, based on the decedent's average weekly wage,
is to replace the wages lost to the dependents as a result of
the death. Accordingly, the weekly benefits directly relate to
the decedent's earnings, just as the benefits to an injured
employee directly relate to his earnings. In the case of death
benefits, the statutory dependents' eligibility for the benefits
pursuant to§ 65.2-512 are based on the relationship between.
the decedent and the dependents. These benefits are not
abrogated by the fact that the decedent may not have had a
wage loss. Only the amount of the benefits are affected by
the anparent lack of wage loss. Thus, the dependents may
receive the burial and transportation expenses provided by the
statute. However, pursuant to the reasoning in Stebbins, no
indemnity benefits should be awarded if the decedent had no
income for the 52 weeks preceding the communication of the

6
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diagnosis .... Virginia Code § 65.2-515; Caudle-Hyatt. Inc.
v. Mixon, 220 Va. 495, 260 S.E.2d 193 (1979).
. . . . [emphasis added] (Opn. at 5)

Citing Roller v. Basic Construction Company, 238 Va. 321, 384 S.E.2d 323
(1989), the dissent disagrees with the application of Stebbins to a death benefits case.
In Roller, a widow received compensation benefits when her husband died in 1983 from
asbestos exposure, although he had retired in 1977. The dissent contends that to award
benefits following death from an occupational disease, earnings in the 52 weeks prior to
death are not required and retirement of the employee is not a factor.
First, the two cases are easily distinguished.

The issue at hand is whether

the dependents are entitled to an award for weekly compensation benefits, although the
decedent earned no wages during the 52 weeks immediately preceding his death or within
the 52 weeks immediately preceding the communication of the diagnosis. In comparison,
Roller addressed the application of a statutory amendment regarding the statute of
limitations on a claim for asbestosis and relied upon Virginia Code § 65.2-406(C) which
specifically provides for the situation where the employee is unemployed at the time of
the communication of the advanced stage of asbestosis. We agree with the dissent that
an employee's retirement status is not the controlling issue.

As the Court noted in

Stebbins, the employee's retirement did not defeat his claim, the lack of income on which
to base an average weekly wage did.
7
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The dissent also suggests that the Commission should determine the average
weekly wage by an alternative method of calculation in a manner fair to both parties.
Virginia Code § 65.2-101 provides alternative methods:

When the employment prior to the injury extended over a
period of less than fifty-two weeks, the method of dividing
the earnings during that period by the number of weeks and
parts thereof during which the employee earned wages shall
be followed, provided that results fair and just to both parties
will be thereby obtained. When, by reason of a shortness of
time during which the employee has been in the employment
of his employer . . .
b.
When for exceptional reasons the foregoing
would be unfair either to the employer or. employee, such
other method of computing average weekly wages may be
resorted to as will most nearly approximate the amount which
the injured employee would be earning were it not for the
IOJUQ'.

[emphasis added]

Again, the Code clearly refers to earning wages within a specified time period preceding
the injury to establish the average weekly wage. The language of the statute and the
Stebbins decision clearly ties an award of compensation to earnings during the 52 weeks
immediately preceding the injury. We are bound by both the language of the statute
and Stebbins, both of which appear applicable to this case where there was a
complete absence of earnings during the 52 weeks preceding death or communication.
Accordingly, there are no earnings upon which an average weekly wage can be

8
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established and relied upon to award weekly compensation benefits to the statutory
beneficiaries.
For these reasons, the Deputy Commissioner's Opinion, denying benefits, is
AFFIRMED.

DIAMOND. CHAIRMAN. Dissenting:
I respectfully dissent.

Because Stebbins represents a major departure from

established case law, I do not believe that the Commission should expand the reasoning
of Stebbins to this claim for death benefits.
Section 65.2-101 of the Code of Virginia addresses the means of calculating the
average weekly wage. It does not address entitlement to benefits, and should not be used
as an indirect means to preclude such entitlement. There is no absolute formula for
determining the average weekly wage. Rather, the calculation can be in any manner
which is fair to the parties and appropriate to the circumstances. The issue in Bosworth
was whether travel expenses should be included in the average weekly wage; language
from that case should not be used to preclude indemnity benefits altogether when there
is "a loss of earning capacity." [emphasis added] 4 Va. App. 161, 163, 355 S.E.2d 339, ·
340 (1987).
Established case law awards indemnity benefits when there is a total loss of
earning capacity regardless of whether the employee was \vorking immediately prior to

9
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the accident, and regardless of whether the employee was planning on quitting or retiring
in the future. For example, an employee who has refused suitable work and is idle for
a number of months may nonetheless receive indemnity benefits upon a recurrence of
total incapacity. The Majority's expansion of the Stebbins holding jeopardizes recovery
in many occupational disease cases where there is a latency period. See, e.g., Roller v.
Basic Construction, supra. In practical terms, this holding raises the specter that a
defense against any award of indemnity benefits arises from evidence that an employee
intended to retire or take a vacation during the period for which benefits is being sought.
Section 65.2-101 should not be construed in such a way as to deny indemnity
benefits for loss of earning capacity.

APPEAL
This Opinion shall be final unless appealed to the Virginia Court of Appeals within
30 days.

cc:

Ms. Kathleen Honey Newton
1430 Henderson Point Road
Tuscumbia, AL 35674
Ms. Dawn Roop
Claim Representative
Trigon Administrators, Inc.
3800 Concorde Parkway
Suite 2000
Chantilly, VA 20151-1107
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VIRGIN I A:
IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION
ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON,
deceased,
Claimant

v.

VWC File No.: 181-24-86

FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE
DEPARTMENT
Employer

NOTICE OF APPEAL
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, pursuant to Rule 5A:11, Court of Appeals of
Virginia, Robert Russell Newton, deceased, claimant, by counsel, hereby appeals the
July 15, 1998 Opinion of the Full Commission, and challenges the standard of review
and sufficiency of the evidence to support the findings of the Commission.,
1.

Name and address of claimant (appellant)
Robert Russell Newton, deceased
through Kathleen H. Newton
1430 Henderson Point Road
Tuscumbia, Alabama 35674

2.

Name and address of employer (appellee)
Fairfax County Police Department
10600 Page Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22030

3.

Name. address and telephone number for
counsel for claimant (appellant):
Michael A. Kernbach, Esquire
JACK T. BURGESS & ASSOCIATES, P.
A
10680 Main Street, Suite 140
~~~ KE'~cS',
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
& ·'\:~ ,
(703) 273-0888
~ ......
~
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4.

Name. address and telephone number of
counsel for employer (appellee):
Ann Gauldin Killalea, Esquire
Assistant County Attorney
12000 Government Center Parkway
Suite 549
Fairfax, Virginia 22035-0064
ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON,
deceased

Michael A. Kernbach, Esquire
JACK T. BURGESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
10680 Main Street, Suite 140
Fairfax, Virginia 23220
(703) 273-0888
VSB No.: 025722

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify, pursuant to Rule 5A:11 (b), Court of Appeals of Virginia, that the
original of this Notice of Appeal has been mailed to the Office of the Clerk of the
Virginia Workers' Compensation Commission and I further certify that a copy of the
Notice of Appeal together with the required filing fee has been mailed to the Clerk of
the Court of Appeals of Virginia this

7/L~day of July,

Notice of Appeal to the following:
Ann Gauldin Killalea, Esquire
Assistant County Attorney
12000 Government Center Parkway
Suite 549
Fairfax, Virginia 22035-0064
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS
ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON,
deceased,
Appellant
Record No~: _ __

v.
FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE
DEPARTMENT
Appellee

MOTION TO APPROVE WAIVER
OF SECURITY FOR APPEAL

THE APPELLANT, Robert Russell Newton, deceased, by counsel, pursuant to
Rule 5A:.17, Court of Appeals of Virginia, and pursuant to §8.01-676.1.J, Code of

-

Virginia (1950), as amended, files this motion to approve waiver of security for appeal
and states that the ·claimant in this workers' compensation matter is deceased and,
therefore, no security for appeal is required.
The appellant, therefore, requests that the waiver of security for appeal be
fonnally waiv~

1

ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON,
deceased

...

Michael A Kenmach, Esquire
JACKT. BURGESS &ASSOCIATES, P.C.
10680 Main Street, Suite 140
Fairfax. Virginia 23220
(703) 273-0888
VSB No.: 025722
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ity/Getsnty-of:_~-~.....-...:;----
Commonwealth/State of:
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Subscribed and swom before me this ~J_day of July, 1998.

NOTARY PUBLIC
My Commission Expires:
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'11 R GIN I A:
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS
ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON,
deceased,
Appellant
Record No.: _ _ __

v.
FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE
DEPARTMENT
Appellee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

· I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true copy of the fQ.r_!gqJng Motion and Affidavit to
Approve Waiver was mailed, postage prepaid, this lZl!! day of July, 1998 to the
following:
Ann Gouldin Kiflalea
Assistant County Attorney
12000 Government Center Parkway
Suite 549
Fairfax, Virginia 22035-0064

Michael A. Kembach
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COURT OF APPEALS OF VIRGINIA
Present: Judge Bray, Senior Judges Duff and Overton
Argued at Alexandria, Virginia
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ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON,
KATHLEEN HONEY NEWTON,
ROBERT RUSSELL NEWTON, JR.,
AND MISTY NICOLE NEWTON
v.

MEMORANDUM OPINION* BY
JUDGE CHARLES H. DUFF
APRIL 27, 1999

Record No. 1672-98-4

FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT/
FAIRFAX COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

:::>

0..·

Z·

:J'

FROM THE VIRGINIA WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION
Michael A. Kernbach (Jack T. Burgess &
Associates, P.C., on brief), for appellants.
Ann Gauldin Killalea, Assistant County
Attorney, (David P. Bobzien, County Attorney;
Robert Lyndon Howell, Deputy County Attorney,
on brief), for appellee.
Robert Russell Newton ("deceased employee"), Kathleen Honey
Newton (widow), Robert Russell Newton, Jr. (son), and Misty Nicole
Newton (daughter)

(hereinafter referred to as "the statutory

beneficiaries") appeal a decision of the Workers' Compensation
Commission ("commission") denying their claim for benefits.· The·
statutory beneficiaries contend that the commission erred in
finding that this Court's holding in Arlington County Fire Dept.
v. Stebbins, 21 Va. App. 570, 466 S.E.2d 124 (1996}, precluded an

*Pursuant to Code § 17.1-413, recodifying Code
this opinion is not designated for publication.
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§

17-116.010,

I •

award of indemnity benefits to .them pursuant to Code

§

65.2-512,

where the deceased employee had voluntarily retired and earned no
wages during the fifty-two weeks immediately preceding his death
or within the fifty-two weeks immediately preceding the
communication of the diagnosis of the occupational disease
resulting in his death.

Because we find that Stebbins is

dispositive of this case, we affirm the commission's decision.
The facts are undisputed.

The deceased employee worked for

Fairfax County Police Department

("employer~')

before retiring on December 11, 1993.

for twenty-one years

On June 9, 1996, the

deceased employee suffered a fatal heart attack.

On July 23,

1996, the statutory beneficiaries filed a claim for benefits
alleging an occupational heart disease.

Employer stipulated that

the claim was compensable under the presumption provided in Code
§

65.2-402 and accepted responsibility for medical and funeral

expenses.

However, employer denied responsibility for weekly

indemnity benefits.
On March 31, 1998, the parties stipulated to these additional
facts:
1. The deceased [employee) received a
communication of an occupational disease,
heart disease, on or about May 23, 1996.
2. The deceased [employee] was not seeking
employment within the 52 weeks preceding the
date of communication of the diagnosis of the
occupational disease or the date of death.
3. The deceased [employee] received no
earnings from employment during the 52 weeks
-

?.
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preceding the date of. communication of the
diagnosis of the occupational disease or the
date of death. The deceased [employee] had
voluntarily retired on December 11, 1993 and
was receiving a monthly retirement benefit in
the amount of $2,459.44. Upon his death, the
monthly retirement benefit decreased to
$1,329.17, payable to his wife, and $531.66
to each minor child.
In denying the statutory beneficiaries' claim for indemnity
benefits, the commission found as follows:
The purpose of weekly compensation benefits
for temporary total or temporary partial
disability is wage replacement. ~he weekly
benefits to an injured worker directly relate
to his earnings. Similarly, the purpose of
the weekly compensation death benefits, based
on the decedent's average weekly wage, is to
replace the wages lost to the dependents as a
result of the death. Accordingly, the weekly
benefits directly relate to the decedent's
earnings, just as the benefits to an injured
employee directly relate to his earnings. In
the case of death benefits, the statutory
dependents' eligibility for the benefits
pursuant to Code § 65.2-512 are based on the
relationship between the decedent and the
dependents. These benefits are not abrogated
by the fact that the decedent may not have
had a wage loss. Only the amount of the
benefits are affected by the apparent lack of
wage loss. Thus, the dependents may receive
the burial and transportation expenses
provided by the statute. However, pursuant
to the reasoning in Stebbins, no indemnity
benefits should be awarded if the decedent
had no income for the 52 weeks preceding the
communication of the diagnosis.
Code§ 65.2-512(A) provides that "[i]f death results from
[an] accident within nine years, the employer shall pay, or
cause to be paid, compensation in weekly payments equal to 66
2/3 percent of the employee's average weekly wages .
-

3
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Code

§

65.2-101 defines "average weekly wage" to mean

11

(t]he

earnings of the injured employee in the employment in which he
was working at the time of the injury during the period of
fifty-two weeks immediately preceding the date of the injury,
divided by fifty-two . . . . 11

In occupational disease cases,

the date of the first communication of the diagnosis of the
occupational disease or death resulting from the

occupation~~

disease is treated as the happening of an injury by accident.
See Code

§

65.2-403.

In Stebbins, this Court held that a firefighter disabled
from heart disease was not entitled to compensation for lost
wages where he earned no wages during the fifty-two weeks
preceding his total incapacity.
573, 466 S.E.2d at 126.

See Stebbins, 21 Va. App. at

In Stebbins, we recognized that

[t)he result from this strict reading of the
statute comports with the rationale found in
prior Virginia cases. "The reason for
calculating the average weekly wage is to
approximate the economic loss suffered by an
employee or his beneficiaries when there is a
loss of earning capacity because of a
work-related injury or death." Compensation
is ultimately dependent upon and determined
on the loss of wages.
Id. (citations omitted) .
The commission's decision is fully supported by our holding
in Stebbins.

Based on the facts of this case, the deceased

employee, similar to Stebbins, ••suffered no loss of wages nor
any economic loss."

Id. at 574, 466 S.E.2d at 126.

- 4

Thus, "[a]n

award of compensation in these.circumstances would result in a
windfall to [the statutory beneficiaries] . . . . "

Id.

Here, the deceased employee voluntarily retired in 1993.
He was not employed at the time of his death.

He had not earned

wages during the fifty-two weeks immediately preceding the
communication of the diagnosis of his occupational disease or
during the fifty-two weeks immediately preceding his
death.
.
." .

In

addition, he was not actively seeking employment at the time of
his death.

We find no basis upon which to

from Stebbins.

~istinguish

this case

Whether the employee became totally disabled due

to an occupational disease after voluntary retirement, as in
Stebbins, or whether the employee died due to an occupational
disease after voluntary retirement, as in this case, does not
alter the outcome.

Under either scenario, the determination of

the amount of any indemnity benefits due the employee or his or
her statutory beneficiaries would be based upon the employee's
average weekly wage for the fifty-two weeks preceding the
communication of the diagnosis of his occupational disease or
his death as a result of that disease.

In this case, the

parties stipulated that the deceased employee had no such wages
and he was not actively seeking employment at the time of his
death.

Therefore, he had no average weekly wage upon which to

base an award of indemnity benefits.

- 5 -
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Based upon the facts of this case·and our holding in
Stebbins, 1 we cannot find that the commission erred in denying
the statutory beneficiaries' claim for indemnity benefits.
Accordingly, we affirm the commission's decision. 2
Affirmed.

A Copy,
Teste:

By:

1

We note that the General Assembly has not amended the
Workers' Compensation Act so as to negate the Stebbins decision.
2

Appellants have filed a "Motion for En Bane Review."
deny that motion.
-

6
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We

VIRGINIA:
!ln. thE. tlourr.t of c:llppE.aL~ of Qh.rr.9ln.£a on. Tuesday
da!l of

27th

April, 1999.

Robert Russell Newton,
Kathleen Honey Newton,
Robert Russell Newton, Jr. and
Misty Nicole Newton,
against

th£

Appellants,

Record No. 1672-98-4
Claim No. 181-24-86

Fairfax County Police Department/
Fairfax County Board of Supervisors,

Appellee.

From the Virginia Workers' Compensation Commission
Before Judge Bray, Senior Judges Duff and Overton
For reasons stated in writing and filed with the record,
the Court is of opinion that there is no error in the award appealed
from.

Accordingly, the award is affirmed. The appellants shall pay

to the appellee thirty dollars damages.
Appellants' "Motion for En Bane Review" is denied.
This order shall be certified to the Virginia Workers'
Compensation Commission.
A Copy,
Teste:

By:
Deputy Clerk
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FAIRFAX COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS }
}
}

Appellee

}
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR

The Appellants, Robert Russell Newton {Deceased), et. al., by counsel, pursuant
to Rule 5:32(c)(7), Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia, hereby designate and submit
the following assignments of error for inclusion in the Joint Appendix previously
designated pursuant to Rule 5:32(d). The assignments of error are set forth as follows:
A.

The Court of Appeals erred in following the holding of Arlington County Fire

Department l'. Stebbins, 21 Va. App. 570, 466 S.E.2d 124 (1996), concluding that the
statutory beneficiaries of the deceased claimant are not entitled to an award of
indemnity benefits pursuant to §65.2-101 and §65.2-512, Code of Virginia (1950), as
amended.
B.

Arlington Coun£11 Fire Department v. Stebbins, 21 Va. App. 570, 466 S.E.2d

124 ( 1996), should be overruled as a matter of law as its holding is in clear conflict 'vith
the intent of the Workers' Compensation Act to award indemnity benefits based on total
incapacity from employment or death.
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